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I.

fill in the blanks:
1.--------------------------- is the agent for sugarcane factories.
2.Farmers use these leaves to protect the____________
from_______________.
3.The language of the Adivasies in Jharkhand is ---------------------4.SaniaMirza is a ----------------------------player.
5. --------------------------------- is a kind of stew eaten with bajraro6.Identical ------------------------ are born on the same day to the same
________________________
7.A ----------------------built across the river is called dam.
8. The ----------------------------- generate-------------------------------- from the wind
9. The scientist -------------- chose ------------------------ plant to explain heredity.
10.A -----------------------pit contains plant and animl waste.
11.The tourists of ---------------------------- enjoy the Shikara ride on the --------------------------------- lake.
12. ----------------------------------------------- festival is celebrated for ten days.
13.------------------- farming is done in the hilly regions of -----------------i

14. ------------------- is a fuel used in vehiclesfound deep under the ground.
15.Dr.Ambedkar fought against --------------------------------------.
II. Answer the following in two or three sentences .
1.Write down the emergency number of Ambulance and Police and How are they
useful to us ?
2. FLOOD : Write any two major help needed by the flood victims rescued to the
camps.

3. Write any two methods to save petrol ?
4.What is „Pulse polio‟?
5.What is deforestation?
6.How is your heartbeat checked?
7.What happens to your chest when you inhale and exhale?
8.Should the games for boys and girls be different?Why?
9.What do you understand by the term „Untouchability‟?
Iii Answer in 8 to 10 sentences

1.Write the different uses of petroleum and its product
2.Write in detail explaining the uses of forest:
I IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION
I fill in the blanks
1.A popcorn seller fans the burning coal to increase the --------------- supply.
2.Petroleum is cleaned in ----------------------------to separate the products.
3. People who live in the forest are called ----------------------4. The tents of changpas are made of ------------------hair
5. ------------------------ is a cold desert found in Ladakh which gets very little
rainfall.
6.Polio is caused by --------------------------------.
7. ---------------------- is a product of petroleum used to run machines.
8. --------------------- is a natural calamity which occurred in Gujarat
On the Republic day in 2001.

9.Waste ------------------------ materials and ------------------------- should not be
thrown into the compost pit.
2. Answer in 2 or 3 sentences
1. Classify the following instruments ( Flute , violin , Veena , Nadaswaram)
Wind instrument

String instrument

2.How does the air from the mouth help in cleaning spectacles ?
4.What is Torang?Who started it and why?
5 What are the difficulties faced by a family when dislocated or transferred ?
6.Write two advantages and disadvantages of dam construction?
7. Which profession do you like best ?why?
8. Give an incident each in which we blow air to cool as well as to warm things
9.Name any two characteristics that a person can inherit:
10.Who are non-identical twins?
III.Answer in detail
1 Compare the life of Jatriya in the new village and Mumbai City
2.Bring out any five differences between the following ;
Traditional farming and modern farming
III. DISCOVERY OF FACTS
IChoose and fill in :
1.The main crop in Mizoram is --------------------------.
2.The --------------------------- child doesn‟t the resemble the people who bring him
up.
3. In the ---------------region of North eastern Indiajhoom farming is followed
4.Traits or habits are got from the ------------------------5. -------------------- is a disease caused by the virus and it affects the legs

6. In the North East region of India there are ----------------------------- states.
7. ------------------- dance is performed stepping in and out of bamboo sticks (
cheraw/ snake )
8.The renewable sources of energy are -------------------------- and -------------------------------------II Answer in two or three sentences:
1.LikeJatrya‟s family, number of families come to stay in big cities from village.
Do you think their life may be better ? Give two reasons
2.Suryamani says, “ If the forests are not there , we too will not remain .” Why
?
3.Suggest any arrangements for the education of children like Dhanu who are on
the move for every six months.
4.Mention any two team games and the famous players in each game.
5.What are the difficulties you face when you cannot attend the school for one or
two months due to sickness or any other reason.
6.Why is a pashmina shawl different from any other woolen shawl?
7.What is jhoomfarming?Where is it popular?

III.Answer in detail
1.Draw a neatly labeled diagram of a compost pit.Write in detail what can be put
into it and what should not be:

III) Mark and colour the states through which GauravJani travelled and write their
capitals

